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to caleulate for example the acceleration and the position

of the ship in the. surrounding water including to some ex-

tent the degree of wetness.

Let us now consider what we maJ actually expect from theore-

tical studies on the behavior of a ship in a seaway. Re-

phrasing slightly Krylov's general statement our present aim

is to establi~h the dependence.of ship motions upon its form

and weight distribution in the actual seaway or otherwise ex-

pressed, to furnish basic data for developing ships with op-

timum seago~ngqualities.

As indicated above we are yet far from this goal. The choice

of hull forms from the point of v~ew of seagoing qualities

is~at present still more a matter of opinion than of actual

knowledge.

This is understandable eince the matter is extremely diffi-

cult- and the endeavors made at present do not correspond

in any way to the importance and complex character~ of the

problems at stake.

Nonetheless one can list a large number of purposes for which

the theoretical investigations on the motionsof ships in a

seaway are useful or even indispensable. Without attempting

completeness or even a 16gical order in our enumeration such

studies can yield:

1) A general information on the most important and characte-

ristic phaenomena of the behavio~ of a ship in a seaway. It

is surprising how ipadequate the knowledge of these phenomena
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is even with experienced professional people.

2) Prediction of motions for a given ship in a given (simpli-

fied) seaway.

3) Contributions to the problem of safety by establishing li-

miting values of motions, accelerations, forces etc.

4) Explanation of special effects influencing the behavior;

e.g. stability," directional stability, resistance.

5) Establishment of ideas and basic data for reducing motions

(stabilization,. damping devices)..

6) Guidance as to how to plan and to perform model experi-

ments and full scall research. This point seems to be essen-

tial in connection with the aims of our Congress. Considerable

waste has occured in performing experimental work by lack of

theoretical knowledge; therefore in planning similar work in

the future more emphasis should be laid on the use of results

obtained by analytical methods.

There are essentially two branches of mechanics on which our

reasoning is based: hydrodynamics and the theory of oscilla-

tions of rigid bodies. We Bhall neglect elastic properti'es of

the ship, since matters of strength a~eoutside of the scope

of our lecture and these external forces which depend upon

the elasticity of the ship structure will be dealt with Dr.

Szebehely: It must be ~nted out, however, that beside~ the

hydrostatic and hydrodynam1c forces which change roughly with

the period of encounter of the ship other forces of an impact
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character 'do arise. These are important especially wi th high

speed craft and even may set a limit to the permissible velo-

city of the latter before the power available is exhausted.

Pertinent investigations have been performerlt for seaplanes

w~ich can be adapted to the needs of naval architecture.:3' r3S' .1

i..- -I t.- ~

Further we shall not enter into the interesting study of the

resistance experienced by.the ship in seaway although it re-

presents clearly apart of the behavior of the ship. The rea-

son therefore is
--

1) problems of resistance are scheduled for a later meeting and

2) I am unableble at present to make definite suggestions as to

how to proceed with pertinent investigations. There is no questi-

on, however, that in the near future theory will be able to deal

with the thr~lling subject mor~successfully and extend .the pion-

r' r 1
eer .work due Havelock, 24_ Brard 25 and others.

We mentioned before that the treatment of our subject rests

essentially ~n two branches of mechanics. In earlier research

moreemphasis has been laid on the application of the theory of

oscillations and the hydrodynamic part has been slightly neglect-

ed. This somewhat narrow attitude is now beeing corrected. Clear-

ly, from a rigorous formal point of view ther.e exists only one

boundary problem. This aspect has been brought forward recently

by several writers. Notwithstanding its extreme results the for-

mulation ast such is useful. results tRe formulation as such is

useful. In the meanwhile concrete results must be reached by

appropriate simplifications. A basic one is the introduction of
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of the ideal fluid concepto The general formulations of the

boundary problem mentioned above does make sense only when

the water is treated as an ideal liquid~ Obviously, there

exists problems of high pr~tical significance, for example
~

the'damping by bilge keels, where the viscous effects are

decisive. More gene rally expressed, the inveEtigation of

damping phenomena may'frequently require the consideration

of viscosity. This applies especially to the motion of roll.

By the introduction of discontinuous potentials apart of

these problems can, however, be treated by the "mechanical

model" of the ideal fluid.

Broadly speaking it -is rather striking how useful the ideal
,

fluid concept proves to be 'whe~ dealing with our subject.

This meaps that excepting special cases mentioned above

Froude's Model law can be applied in general with better con-

fidence than in the field of resistance rese~rch.

Another basic simplification is the substitution of regular

wave trains for t?e actual'seaway. Although this assumption

s~verely restricts the applicability of results to practice

it represents an indispensable intermediate step. Clearly,

serious attempts must be made and are beeing made to develop
/

a more realistic scheme for the actual seaway,but there we

are still at the beginning of a new branch of our subject.

Proposals have been made earlier to correlate 'the regular

seaway with the actual one by assuming some average wave

l~ngth and height.
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Simplifying further we come to thy case of a ship oscillating
. t

in calm water. The study of free oscillations constitues a

classic p~rt of shiptheory which in itself is important from

a theoretical and practical point of view. In addition, how-

ever, it becomes popular at present to deal with forced oscil-

lations ~n calm water. The reason herefore will be explained

later.

Scientific exploration lags far behind actual needso In fact,

most solutions sofar obtained are crude approximations based

on extremel~ simplified mechanical.models. However, the situa-

tion is much improving recently by the development of appropri-

ate general methods '43 l .

L

Different trends in the character of present research can be

stated. Experimentalists are inclined to search for immediate

answers to practical problems. Because of lack of basic know-

ledge this approach may fail. For example investigations on

the influence of variations of the hull form on the behavior

in a seaway frequently' remain inconclusive because the effects

1ie within the rather broad limits of accuracy. Frequent1y by

simplifyingproblems or exaggerating certain effects oneob-

tains more useful results than by sticking to projects sche-

duled after immediate practical needs. Thus a drastic reduc-

ti6n of the number of degrees of freedom down to one may be

advantageous providedlater steps are taken to deal with more

complex motions.

On the other hand there is a tendency at present to deal with
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the problem of the ship behavior in a broader sense than earlier

While Krylov and his immediate successors restricted themselves

to the study of oscillatory motions we observe at present a de-

finite trend to develop general "mechanics" of a ship in a sea-

way 6, 7, 8, 5 . This means e.g. t~ problems of resistance,

directional stability and steering etc. in a seaway become in-

creasingly more popular. Obviously, ship mechanics in the pre-

sent sense includes the knowledge of simpler "theories" presen-

ed by the motion of a ship in calm water.

Areport on the progress in a field must start from some plane

of reference, preferably an earlier survey on the subject. As

such we choose the report presented by Dr. Vedeler to the

Congress 4 and a paper by Mro St.Denis and myself 5

Dr. Vedeler discussed an ample list of subjects grouped follow-

ing the six degrees of freedom of a ship.

The scope of his synopsis to which we shall refer later 1s

broader than that of reference /5. . Our aim was to g1ve a

rather comprehensive survey of the more elementary problems

in our field. All equations of motions were linear1zed and

coupling terms have been neglected. The Froude-Krylov hypo-

thesis following which the pressure at the hull 1s that cor-

responding to the undisturbed wave structure has been supple-

mented in the known manner by the introduction of added masses

and hydrodynamic damping forces. These latter were treated in

a rather summary way; however, reference to more consistent

investigations was madeo As usual the seaway was assumed as

regular.
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From the poiht of view of our theme the time wh ich has

elapsed since the publication of the mentioned papers has

been rather fertile. However, only one paper ~reats the ge-

neral case of the ship moving under an arbitrary heading

angle in a regular seaway 9 . As this subject is not too

weIl known we begin with a short discussion of the earlier

fundamental publications. Next we shall deal with investi-

gations in calm water which recently have gained consider-

ably in importance. Further we shall treat some cases of mo-

tions in a regular seaway and finally mention attempts to

consider the actual, i.e. irregular seaway.

!!__~~~~~~~~~!_!~~~~!!g~~!~~~_~~_1~~_~~~!1!~!!~~~

~!=~_~~!E_!~_~_~~g~!~~_~~~~~l

So far there exist three comprehensive original investigations:

1) The classical momoir presented bX Krylov,

2) a paper by Haskind 10

3) and one by F. John 11

1) Krylov's paper underlies almost all later studies on the

subject. Therefore it may be useful to state once more what

an analysis following Krylov's lines can yield and wherein

it fails. It has been shown experimentally and by some obser- -.
vations on sea that Krylov's approach succeeds in describing

the general chQracter of oscialatory ship motions in a regular

seaway especially when the ratio / /L is not small. By intro-

ducing the hydrodynamic effects known as added masses and

-
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damping a closer approximation to reality is arrived at. On the

other hand, several errors are admitted.

1) The influence of hydrodynamic press ures on exciting forces

and moments has been ignored, especially the reaction of the

ship on the seaway has been neglected 12.

2) The equations have been linearized.

3) First order coupling terms have been neglected

4) The damping has been treated in a summa~y way.

Because of 1) quantitative errors in calculating the exciting

forces must be admitted which are more serious in the case of

shorter waves (small /L) and at high speeds of &avance.

Because of 1) and 2) maximum values of displacements especially

of the angle of roll, cannot be determined with reasonable ac-

~urrariyy.

3) The elimination of coupling terms precludes the possibility

to explain anumber of interesting chart}tteristic phenomena.
>

The question as to how far the basic assumption of a regular

seaway is a reasonable one, is rather delicate. Within the

limits of a linear theory synchronism o~ more precisel~ the

state where the maximum amplification factor occurs is the

most serious condition for a given ship and ~ configuration,

It seems advisable to retain the fiction of a regular seaway

as a standard assumption for model experiments and calculationsr-
_.

because the hypothesis presumably leads to a more severe esti-

mate of the worst conditions than are actually met at sea. On

the other hand it is obvious that the regular seaway concept
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does not lead to an exhaustive treatment of the seaworthiness

problem; especially it does not yield information on the averag

performance of a ship in an actual seaway.

In reference
~
5 we quoted frequently a paper by Haskind which

in the meanwhile has been translated and thus has been made

more accessible. Haskind asserts th~t he has solvedthe "Krylov

problem by ~ydrodynamica1 methods. It is worth while to com-.

pare this claim with what has been actually accomplished.

Haskind formulates the hydrodynamic problem as folIows: The

displacement of the ship from its average position is consider-

ed as small; therefore the boundary conditionsare complied

with at the mean (undisturbed) position of the hull. This

agrees methodically with the assumptions made in deriving the

free surface boundary condttion,

drp _.
KCP == 0

?Z!

.when the ship i~ not advancing. The expression (1) becomes

more complicated for a vessel mouing with constant speed if

(1)

.the potential cj is

p Je x , y , z ,t )

first one sb (

studied by Hasking con-

~ y,z,t ) represents the

referred to axes rigidly connected with

the body. The potential

sists of two parts: the

potential of the disturbed motion due to the oscillations of

the ship, including their influence on the regular seaway, the L:

'.se.cond pa~t is. the well hlown potential :l"? x, y, z, t ) of the

. . t~t
wave motion. By splitting off the time factor ß since on-

ly steady state forced oscillation~ are consid.~Edd one obtains
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with

The boundary condition s is

where is the normal velo city of a givenpoint at the

body. From the boundary values (3) and. 1r= 0 the poten-
i

tial Cf' can be deri ved.
i

We puter = i 2.. + 'f.' (4 )

where {J
/

the ship in a seaway.

takes care of the reflexion phenomen~ caused by

EssentiallY,4 is calculated by'substituting pulsating sour-

-
ces and sinks for the oscillatD~y motions of the body. Kochine

has shown that the distribution of singular~ies over the sur-

face of the body can ee found from an integral equation and

he has proved that for smalland large values of the pa~ameter

~ 1/
r

The linearisation of the problem leads to the resul t thRt' the

a solution exists.

familar coneepts of hydrodynamic inertia and damping forces

are applicable; they are components of the total hydrodynamic

forces ,. and depend upon added masses ht . and damping coeffi-
, ' , ~

~
cients qA' respecti vely.' Further , one obtains the usua1. ex-

e
pressions for the restor&ing terms and formulas for the ex-

citing forces and moments Fe Me

o -~~
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{ = -PJ IX
{<<.li jj( '(, r r+) f1 ~t

.

$ (5)

j, -'
~~ t j r / (

,

+) ~ -;I)

/v'e'=' - fJ a. e.. ) fo + f J /7. x Y1 cJ,s
. s .

(6)

which by the terms ~ consider the disturbing effect of the

ship on the seaway.

The case of the ship at ~est (zero speed of advance) is

thoroughly treated as a useful introduction to the general

case of the ship moving with finite speed of advance U.
Added masses and damping factors become functions of the

body shape, of the wave'length) (or the parameter K~ w~ ),

the course angle
X

and of the.speed of advance U. This

means that the added mass concept must be still further gene-

ralized than in the case of a body oscillating in calm water

at or near the surface.

Haskind applies his reasoning to a study of'the heaving and

r pitching motion.

The vertical force Z and the pitching moment M consists

of four "components":

Z.= Zo + Z1 + Z2 + Z3

with Zo 'Mo. due to the uniform speed of adyance

Z1 ~1 hydro dynami c terms caused by the oscillations

(7)

of the ship,

Z2 M2 restoring (hydrostatic) generalized:10rces

Z3 m~ exciting forees.
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To obtain explicit result~ the MicheIl (wedge like) shipis

introduced, otherwise expressed, we substitute for the sscil-

latingship pulsating sources and sinks distributed over the

longitudinal center plane. Although the MicheIl ship is a

rather poor approximation for an actual hull when motions in

a vertical plane are considered the results~ interesting.

Amongst other things they reveal the influence of the appoxi-

mations madeo

We leave aside the constant forces Zo Mo which we can inter-

pret as caused by the uniform motion of the body in calm water

and arrive at following expressions for the hydrodynamic terms:

~. = -n~33 i. - j/J'7~J1j - 11{3 i. - ~3 y::: 0

1111 .. ..
AI. .

N : tJI VII= - rn 3 ~
.2. -. I/V}!F

5" Y - / I 3 S' ~ - ,r5'Y =

(8)

(9)

For the moving ship /"J'135'=1= 1"1-1$-3 and

Simplifying further by assuming a ship symmetrical with respect

to the midsection one obtains

h1 _ J~_

. 3 s- - - r r'J- '3

Introducing

23 = j2J:X- P. E -e..

'Ll.{..t

M'
T (i U/ iGJ(! t

/r'3 = f:J .i'j '1/'
j -e.

( 9",-,'

(10)

(11)

with 4 the freque.::cyof encounter ,ly the moment of inertia

of the waterline 1/Qthe effecti ve wave slope E. nnd y! the,.

dimensionless heaving and pitching functions, the equationsof
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motion are written as

(J1-)~ f1Jg)i + ~J:2 + fJ~z -f h-7'j'J y+

( J'j -I-h'ls-,r)Y-I- ~~ Y J-fJ ly l' - rn!F:-i

(12

(13

Thus even for a ship symmetrical with respect to the midship

section there is a hydrodynamic intertia1 and damping coupling.

These terms will be discussed later.

!'

Haskind 111ustrates by a numerical examp1e the dependency of the

damping coe~ficient upon the speed of advance U or more cor-

rectly upon the speed parameter ~ = ll~ where c is the wave

velocity. The results

N~> (70).

/\I; 3 (0)
i.e. as fractions

are shown

~-s-{To)

~-r(<"J

of the damping

as ratios

at zero speed U = o.

No attempts have been mad~ to investigate explicitly the in_

fluence of hydrodynamic phenomena (represented by the potential~

on the magnitude of the exciting forces. The structure of the ex-

pressions forZ3 M3 is based on hydrostatic reasoning"; - no at-

tempts have been made to introduce characteristic parameter which

may indicate, for example, the influence of the ship form on re-

flexion.af his "complete"

Apparently Haskind has realized the shortesming of his "complete"

sOQution and has proposed an experimental supplement 3
~

I have been unable so far to eyaluate the.expressions for the

added masses and ta check if they lead to a correct d~pendency

upon a dimensionless frequency parameter
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Some doubt may be expressed if the substitution of singulari-

ties following lines use for the michell ship is adequate.

However, in 13 quoted before consistent results have been

communicated.

Further valuable information may be extracted from 12 by

extended nuwerical computations. However, the claim cannot be

justified that the hydrodynamic problem has found a final so-

lution within the limits of the linearized theoryo

No attempts have been made to attack the resistance problem

even under the strained assumption of a constant speed of ad-

vanceo

We conclude this survey by a quotation from Fourier following

which a problem cannot be considered as solved before numeri-

cal solutions have been obtained. This idea deserves full at-

tention in ship theory where because of the complex form of the

ship hull and the intricate character of the free surfacephe-

nomena solutions lead to complicated expressions.

3. Although full credit has been given earlier to a paper by

F. John 11 , we refer to it once more because of two reasons:

1) here in a lucid form the general boundary problem has been

stated tü which our investigations on the behavior üf a ship

in a seaway can be redu~ed and the formalism of linearisation

has been expounded,

2' Für waMes in shallow water in the presence of flat floating

bodies explicit results have been obtained. Shallow water means

..16..
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that the wave length depth of water hand flat bodies

comply with the condition that the radius of Burvature

Flat ~odies represent an idealization of the ship form which i~

the opposite extreme of the"narrow" Michell ship. Under these

assumptions the wave equation can be used for points under the

free surface.

Following cases solved by John deserve our special interest:

1) Waves generated by a freely floating cylinder,

2) Waves generated by a forced vertical motion of an obstacle,

3) Wave disturbed by a rigid obstacle,

4) Motioh of a floating body generated by incoming periodic
waves.

Reference is made to the 9rigiaal but as example Fig.$ is re-

produced which pictures the reflection coefficients of an in-

coming wave for a fixed and a freely floating cylinder. The im-

mediate applicability to harbor work is obvious; when dealing

with ships the assumptions should be remembered for which the

results are valid.

A ~eeent synopsis 9 will be treated later. The Krylov

problem is being reconsidered under the original assumptions

by Radosavljevic.

111 Motions in calm Water
~----

1. Free osci~lations
----------------------

From the point of view of the theory of oscillations this pro-

blem has been frequently treated. Departing from the elementar;

linearized equation of damped harmonie lscillations rheoli~BT
-17-
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linearized equation of damped harmonie oseillat~ons rheolinear

and non linear equations have been diseussed.

"

.

Mueh thought has been given to the experimental determination

of the damping foree whieh is expressed by the binomial

k, f + k1- (-r?
~

(14)

when the "extinetion law""isgiven by

JC( ~ a
'f + t (f

l (15)

The resulting equation of motion ean be handled without too

mueh diffieulty, but generally it is prefer~ed to linearize

the damping term. In this latter form~he damping eoeffieient

so obtained is e?mmonly used in analysing foreed motions also

what is probably permissible in the neighborhood of the most

import~t synehronism eondition as long as the dampi?g is small.

Moderate interest only was earlier devoted to the determination

of added mass values; more efforts were eoneentrated on the
"

treatment of non linear and rheolinear restoring fore es. The

(~ solution of the resulting equations of motion iso known; what

is neededin general is an appropriate applieation of seienti-fi

fie methods available. This does not exelude, that interesting

and important results will be ~ound. Our remark applies es-
. to

peeiallyjrheolinear problems whose formal treatment ean be re-

dueed to Mathieu and HilI eq~tions. Generally the formalism

will prove to be usefull when dealing with more eomplieated

problems. An interesting stability problem has been re~ently

diseussed
) ,
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The studY'Qf free oscillations will alwaysremain an important

part of ship theory because it leads to the determination of

the natural per~ods.

In courses on rational mechanics as well as on ship theory

the chapter on free oscillations precedes the chapter on forcel

ones because the former is considered as easier. This is quite

natural as long as motions of solid bodies are treated. Things

r look slightly different from a hydrodynamic point of view. The

added mass and damping coefficients can be calculated much

easier for a hull performing forced oscillations in salm water

than oscillatiogs' freely. This appears to be pausi ble already

from the simple fact that in the former case the frequenc~es

are prescribed. Further}the study of forced oscillations leads

to much more general and interesting results because the hydro.

dynamic force varies appreciably or

mensionsless frequency parameter ~
even decisively

= wU
~.

with a di-

To my knowledge bes.ide
-,

11 only two papers dealing with the

hydrodynamics of free oscillations have been published:

1) by L. Sretensky: "On the damped oscillations of the center

of gravity of floating bodies" '--16 . It treats the two dimen-
L __

sional free oscillations of a "thin" (wedge like) body. Diffi-

cult and tedious computations lead to an interesting extinc~io1
Fig.2

curve.jFrom it we gather that the period concept can no more

be sustained rigorously what is not surprisingas even the

damped harmonie oscillation is no period motion. There are

.-19-
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There are some experimental indications which support the shape

of the calculat~d extinction curve at higher values of the time

I
pa;prameter.

2) Has~ind C17' has generalized the problem by'
--'

a) ~reating the three dimensional case

b) admitting a constant speed of advance

c) and considering the coupled motions of simultaneous
pitching and heaving.

Explicit formulas have been given for the ~chell ship but no

numerical evaluations have been made so far. Some results con-

cerning the coupled motions will be discussed later.

2. Forced oscillations in calm water
-------------------------------------

Theoretical and experimental investigations of'forced motions

with one degree of freedom in calm water acquires fundamental

importance. They enable us to determine in the simplest manner

added masses values and damping coefficients. Results so bbtain

ed are applicable to the study of motions with'two or more de-

grees of freedom and even to the analysis of phenomena met in

an actual seaway.

We mentioned already the hypothesis following which damping

coefficients and added mass values deriv€d from free and forced

oscillation tests concide practically provided the frequency

parameter ~ - ) ,,13
_ L ,-; is ,the same and damping values are not

large. I't,should not be too difficul t to establish the limits

ofits validity experimentally and analytically.
c'.2-0.
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More serious and important is the question if added mass values

and damping eoefficients obtained from a ealm water state are

applieable without further corrections to seaway conditionso

From the strueture of Haskind's integrals 10 it can be fol-

lowed that in prineiple a dependeney upon the seaway charaete-

risties does exist. Obviously, numerieal evaluations should be

made in the next future. However, at the present state of know-

ledge one should not be too metieulous. From a praetical point

of view small errors in the magnitude of damping eoeffieients

and moderate errors in added mass values are of no great moment.

Mueh lower aeeuraey is required than that needed in resistanee

research.

From Ursell's 18 and Haskindts 10 work it ean be fol-

lowed that by substituting souree-sink systems for a body con-

o
siderable errors in the determination of the hydrdynamic os-

cillatory forees (added masses and damping) ean be committed.

Reeently our knowledge in this field has been appreciably ex-

tended by O. Grim 19 0 + Like Ursell, Grim restriets himself

to the twodimensional ease of foreed motions of a body with

zero speed of advanee and thus taekles a less ambitious problem

than Haskind. Nevertheless, his publieation deserves our full

interest beeause of the originality and effieieney of the method

used and the importnat results reaehed. Beside, his theoretieal

work is supported by beautiful experiments.

+The paper published in the JSTG represents a eondensation from

the original thesis.
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About two years ago the present writer published a survey on

free surface effects 20 . It is gratifying to acknowledge

that several blank spots in our knowledge there indicated have

been filled out by Grim's investigation.

Grim constructs the velocity potential from:

1) the potential valid for the motion of a body in the un-
bounded fluid,

2) a term which in a known manner allows to comply with the
boundary condition on the free surface,

3) a term which enables us to satisfy
velo city condition on the boundary
It represents the potential due to
over that fictive part of the free
by the oscillating bodyo

approximately the normal
of the oscillat1ng body.
apressure system applied
surface which 1s occupied

the
3y increasing the number of arbitrary parameter inlpressure

function the degree of approximation can bei~roved, par example,

the normal velocity condition satisfied for a larger number of

points on the boundary. However, it appears that very few terms

yield already satifactory results. In this way reliablevalues

of the damping force and added masses can be obtained for an

ample class of sections studied by F. Lewis 21 . The method

is valid for the verti~al, horizontal and rolling oscillations.

The introduction of a "force dipol" concept is especially use-

ful. Its meaning follows from Fig.: 3 by increasing the
/'

force and reducing in such a way that remains

finite a singulady system is obtained which is suitable for

the representation of a flow in the neighborhood of a body.

To my knowledge such dipols and higher order force singulari-

ties have been introduced by Nemenyi into the theory of
-22-
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elasticity but so far have notbeen used in hydrod~namics.

Especially powerful is the application of the least square

method proposed by the author to comply with the boundary

condition on the body. It yields error estimates which pos-

sess a simple physical meaningo

Results obtained by Grim for th~ circular cylinder are in

close agreement with Ursell's findings quoted before .
[18]

and other ones communicated in a re'cent paper r 22 which

have been reached by a totally different approach.

Wi thin the' limi tations ~umerated before Grim' s resul ts lend

itself immediately to the solution of practical problems.

Let us first consider the heaving motion. Using the numerous

graphs published by the author one is enabled to calculate

the damping coefficients and added mass values ~.foralmost
c

all se~ion forms met in practice.
. 1953

Figures ...~...!...~.. reproduced form the JS~show charac-

teristic results.As independept lr"ariableappear.s the fre-
i.

quency parameter J = ~ where a is a characteristic length
~ . .

(radius of a circHl, half beam, eventually draft).. Obviously,

an agreement should be reached as totthe standard form (linear

or quadratic)of the frequency parameter.

,.
The "wave.damping'" is determined by the dimensionsless wave

l ' t d A
~ (the amplitude of the wave at infinity referred

amp 1 u e

to a characteristic amplitude of the forced body motion).

-23-
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Having in mind that the damping is proportional to the square

of A it is evident from the diagrams that the damping force

is rather sensitive to changes in the section form.

Grim has applied his results obtained for the heaving to the

study of the pitching motion by introducing a strip methode

The error committed by using the twodimensional approach in

a threedimensional case is in many cases tolerable. To check

the calculations Grim performed model experiments in calm wa-

ter; pitching was excited by suitably arranged rotating weights.

The agreement between rGsults of computation and measurement

was good. The interesting coupling effect stated will be dis-

cussed further beneatho

Earlier the largest interest was concentrated on the motion

of roll. The situation has recently changed, at least as far

as the hydrodynamics of the subject are concerned, since the

hydrodynamic phenomena connected with the heaving motion lend

themselves to an easier theoretical investigation. However,

attention is again calles to a paper by UrsellL2?/. Here

the author cameto rather striking conclusions with respect

to the properties of wave damping for various sections. To

my knowledge Ursell's suggestion to cheek experimentally some

of hia f1ndings so far has not been carried out.

The results obtained by Grim fer added masses and damping

fOrces in the case of the aide motion and the roll are as

fundamental as in the ease of heaving. Introducing the neces-

eary ohanges into the strueture of the velocity potential his

~2i-
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method is. imm,ediatelyapplic~b~,e:' to: the f?ol.ution of these dif-

ficul t problems. ~xplici t -data have. ,been.'ob.~ai.ned.:.;for circu-

,lar and elliptical sections _se,e fi,g... (5. .7;.:.. )nter,esting coup-

ling effects will be menti-oned laterö'

.rt is now weIl known that .the. emergy dJ~-sipate~. by, wavemaking

. is responsi.bJ-e für the. ov~r~ whe.lmipg par.t;":9f. }h~ ~amping effect

in heaving and pi tching,. ,at .le.ast. for' .t.he,. .sh~p, at zero speed.
'

of adv.nce. Nonethelees the consideration -of ~ffects due to

viscosi ty may be requir.~d". espe.9ially .i.I.1 tpe. :cas.e of roll. Be-

cause of the scarci ty of rec~n~' ,PllP;Lications on ~his subj ect

we restrict ourselves '.:to 'an, observation on the viscous damp-

ing of ships when underway. ,[ 23J

Techel 'points out that the. damping f'orce due to :friction can. ..

be ex'pressed in the usual manner .by Np provided ,the speed

of advance U iso large as compared with the ppeed caused

by rotation.

: 3. Coupled motions in.,calm water
------------------------------------

, .

Following Vedeler [ 4] the .problem of'.coupling' deserves a

special paper.

We shall try to supplement the.litt of coupling effects enume-

ra~ed by him. Free and' forped oscillations are.~reated simul-

taneously.

-25-
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1. The hydrostatic coupling of heave and p~tch is mentioned

in any reasonable book on ship theory. Den6ting the horizon-

tal distance between the center of bnuyancy and flotation by

e, by~ and ~ the uncoupled frequencjes, by 'i~ the radius

of gyration of the load water line one obtains the 'characte-

ris.tic equation

A "+ (V
1.."

-t-
Yr1.) A

~

1- ~
~

V'f1. ( / - ~ )
== 0 (16)

where .{..

e[ = -,-
l.~
'i

of the extreme smallness of [ in most cases the re-Because

sulting frequences Vj+ Y; are very close to ~~ vy,..

The resulting motions are of the type

CI GJ~ ( v/i + () -I- (-1- CA (v-; f + ~~) (17)
in

generally/8h~pbui~ding practice,one avoids to discuss such

"complicated" express ions.

2) Much more interesting are other coupling effects. 'Pursuing

~ 4J we begin with ~he sO,.called "gyrostatic" effects. Choosing

as axes of reference the principa~ axes of ~he body and retain-

ing non linear terms, one obtains for the rotation of the.body

in a vacuum Euler's equations.

Neglecting the presence of the free surface the influence of

the surrounding ideal liquid can be considered following lines

d~velope~.bY Kelvin und Kirchhoff [14~ .

The idea of this approach is to avoid the calculation of forces

from the hydrodynamic pressure distribution by using the added

-2'CQ-
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masses concept. However, in more complicated cases the latter

are not known and one has to resort to the determination of

the pressure distribution as the fundamental phenomenon.

The added mass terms are incluaed into the left side. of the

equations of motion. Several writers starting from a slightly

different point of view prefer to collect all hydrodynamic

terms on the right side. This is, obviously, a purely formal

matter.

It is understood that the investigation performed beneath

yields only a formal scheme which, nonetheless, may contribute

to clarify the problem.

Using Lamb's notations i14J the general equations of motion

of a body in an ideal liquid are of the type: 14 for forces

g
== '1- II

"")14, ";) v (18)

and for

e:{

clt

moments
"dT410--
7Y 11"

() T_

)~
w

(19)

Here X and L are the ~traneous forces, the Kinetic energy

T is the sum of the Kinetic energies of the body T, and of

the surrounding fluid T . The generalized fore es exerted ono

the moving solid by the surrounding fluid are of the type

X - - fi. d~ +
(~ Z

-- 0() -
.it dU )1J" 7')w- (20)

and
/ J;:; '17:: JZ- L ? I<J / J I"

L - ~ tJ + '
I-'.~ -- l/-

.

-r- '"L- -
'
j- -----

_ rv
'").1' ') ~()

eil 7'1' eh"- '(-'I'
{.'l- (21)

-2F!-
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.The expressions for T, and still mor for To are extremely

t'dious in the case of a bGdy without properties of sy~etry.

While essentially mations of a body possessing no mere than

two panes of symmetry should be studied we restriot our.elves

here to the simple case of asolid with three planes of symmet~).

Then we obtain departing slightly fram Lamb's notation

222 2222 T1 - m(u + V + w ) + JxP + Jyq + Jzr (22)

and 2 2 2 2 2 22 Ta · m"u + m22v + M33w + m44P + m55q + m66r (23)

The fluid reactions are of the type

Xo - - m1,ü - m33Qw + m22rv (24)

Lo = - m44P + (m55 - m66)qr + (m22 - m33)vw (25)

and the equations of motions become neglegting damping terms

(m + m'1)ü+ m33Qw - m22rv - X, - 0 (26a)

(m + m22)v+ ID1,ru - ID33Pw - Y, - 0 (26b)

(m + m33)w+ m22Pv - m"Qu - Z1 - 0 (260)

(Jx + m44)P + (J' z- J' y)fN- (m22 - m33)vw - L, - 0 (27

(Jy + m55)q + (J'x- J'z)ru- (m33 - mll)wu - M, - 0 (27b)

(Jz + m66)t + (J'y- J'~)uq- (m1, - m22)uv - N, - 0 (27c)

here we have denoted:

1) by X,o... L, the extraneous fQrces which in the ease

of the ship oscillatiog in calm water are primarily hydrosta-

tic forcee

+) It is further assumed that the axes of symmetry are the

princiPi~ axes of the body.

-28-
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2) by J'z = Jz + m66 J'x · Jx + m44 J'y == Jy + m55

the virtual moments of inertia.

The introduction of non lin.ar terms, obviously, involves

a severe complication of the mathematical problem. That is

one reason why very little has been done in this field.

The first step in treating these equations should therefore

consist in estimates of~ order of magnitude of the "gyro-

static" terms. Par example J' is very small compared withx

J'z and J!y' and m11 is smal1 compared with m22, m33.

When dealing with "normal" ships the influence of the free

surface effect on added maas values must be considered. This

can be done using the results of recent investigations mention-

ed before. Henee in the near future we shall be enabled to

tackle the present proble.. of coupling with more confidence

than before.

In caaes with weaker properties of symmetry the same formalism

(20) (21) can be applied although. ;he quantitative evaluation

of the additional terms arising require. considerable work.

Clearly, the Kirchhoff-Kelvin theory can yield one part of

the coupling effects only; important linear coupling terms

arise because of other physical effects. .

3) iuch are hydrod~namic coupling effects due to damping. For

free heaving and pitching oscillations there exists the solu-

tion found by Haskind [15J. We quote only the simplest case

-~19-
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valid for a MicheIl ship symmetrie al with respect to the

midship section t t
(m +- h1 ) '2.. - L U ~ + J J.( (t - T)

0I~
drr

-+- J k (t -T ) ~ P/r- +
tu,. ~ r - 0

3 ~ I D
3~ 01r . 35" 0/7:" J (j ( 28)

(Jy + Yn55);; + cUi: +,... =0
(29)

with c a coefficient;

Here K33 K35 are intricate integr~ls which take care of

the time history and lead to complicated motions of the cha-

racter shown in fig. ~. From our present point of view we are
,

interested in the co~pling terms - cuy and + cu z.Notice

the opposite signs and the fact that they do not disappear for

the symmetrical ship except when the speed of advance u = o.

4. Beside their theoretical value Grim's investigations should

be considered as exemplary from the point of view of engineer-

ing science because the author combines in a consequent manner

the analytical and experimental approach. This method of re-

search led e.g. to the determination of following coupling ef-

feet. We mentioned ~lready Grim's experiments on pitchingin

calm water. In addition to the pitching the simplified symme-

trical model of the Wigley type i44] performed. a heaving mo-
~ 4

tion which varied approximately proportional to the speed of

advance being zero for zero velocity. This checks in principle

with Haskind's analysis eq. (28) (29) valid for calm water mo-

tions; the same result could be derived from eq (/.t) (/3)

-~-
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representing for.ced conditions.

5. Grim has pointed out that the horizontal transvers motion

and the motion of roll in general are coupled and therefore

should be treated simultaneously.

Denoting by Y1 and M extraneous forces the following two
x,

equations of motion are obtained:

In;
fJ + ~L j 1-

ffl
0' Cf + ;;tf.. rj + ;V~~

'f
- y

ri hrN (30)

J/ er 1- NIfl/ cf + h'lJ "f1
'f + n, Öc,~' .+/'1'1.t2.h'ji..j. ~.t 1,Nj = Mx

(31)

Here the notatiom ham been introduced.

OG distance of the center of gravity G from the point

of reference 0

h levers of horizontal hydrodynamic forces, particu-

larly~~ ~Nlevers of the inertia and damping force due to trans-

verse motion,

hfi ~rN due to rotation

Assuming that Y1 and Mx vary harmonically with time the equa-

tions have been discussed for the elliptic cross section. In

the case of the circular se9tion the equations (30) (31) can

be considerably simplified. The theoretical work has been sup-

plemented by experiments.

6. Grim [27J has shown that coupling can exist between roll,

.pitch and yaw. The theoretic~l proof refers to free oscilla-

tions in calm water; it is based on Lagrange's equation of mo-

tion. From the investigation follows that the yawing motion in

-3~
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in calm water is determined by the pitch and roll. Further it

is shown that the roll can be influenced by the pitching motion.

Formally this is obtained from the properties of the Mathieu

equation.

Exciting pitching motions of a model by an inertia oscillator

heavy rolling was demonstrated when the period of pitch was half t

the natural period of roll. However, Grim indicates that the coupl

coupling is weak since a slight change in the frequency relations

because the roll to disappear.

-32-
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IV Motions in Sea~y.

~ ~~-~--

1. Exciting forces
~---~--------

l~l Theoretical considerations

1) Havelock 26 and the present writer have calculated exciting

forces due to hydrodynamic efforts experienced by wholly sub-

merged very elongated bodies moving uniformlyon a straight

horizontal path in a regular seaway.

The essence of the rather coarse approach by the present writer

is the following: First,forces and moments resulting from appar-

ent buoyancy (Krylov hypothesis) were determined. Provided the

depth of immersion f of the body i~ not small the most in-

teresting results depend on the sectional area curve; there

is no need to restrict ourselves to bodies of revolution. The

general case of the motion under an arbitrary heading angle

with respect to waves can to a considerable extint be based on

the simpler case when the ship is advancing in a bow or stem

sea.

Hydrodynamic force effects are estimated using an approximate

method due to W.Tollmien 28 . It applies to forces expe-

rienced by a body moving with a constant speed of advance in a

slightly non uniform s,teady flow. Presumably, the application

of this interesting method is superseded to some exten~ by the

more general approach due to Cummins 43 . We omit therefore

a discussi~n ~f the underlying assumptions ~nd state the result,

-33-
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That the vertical force Z can be calculated from the apparent

buoyancy force multiplied by the factor

U.
/ -r- ~3 +(d(33- rIt//) C (32)

.

provided the ratioA/L ~ave length is large. The result agrees

with the findings of a more rigorous elaborate investigation on

the motion of a spheroid due to Sir Thomas Havelock [26J . Here

the disturbance of the wave train by the spheroid is calculated

in an exact manner. The computations lead to the evaluation of

all components of the force an moment experienced by the sphe-

roid in a seaway. With the kind permission of the INA we reprod-

uce two graphs showing the striking dependency of the effects u

upon the Froude number. However, the resistance X does not vary

with the speed.

The six generalized force coefficients are definde following

the pattern

with

(33)

the maximum effective wave slope at the

depths f axis:

So far the present writer feels unable to suggest as to how

quantitative ~stimates for surface craft can be derived from the

results so far obtained. However, beside th~ir immediate sig-

n~fi~lance these ~esults may be usefull in planning experiments

with model of surface shipST

2) Extensive research work on the motions of bodies in a seaway has

been performad at the University of California, Institute of
k

Engineering research, Berkel~y Cal.

- 34
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Restricting ourselves primarily to the theoretical side of

these investigations we mention a paper by Fuchs and Mac Camy 30

Oscillations of a floating rectangular block advancing with a

constant speed normally to the wave crests in water of finite

depth are studied assuming:

1) sinusoidal waves (classical first order theory)

2) Stokes waves (second order theory)

Calculating the buoyancy and moment from the undisturbed wave

pressures rather tedious expressions are obtained in the second

case for the heaving and pitching.motions. In order to find the

position of the body to the second order the surging motion has

to be determined to the first order. Thus a new interesting oc-

coupling effect has been established. Comparisons were made of

motion amplitudes calculated under various assumptions. (shape

of waves, damping) with experimental data. The results are in-

conclusive. It i8 doubtful if it is worth while to introduce

corrections for nonlinear wave effects as long as the distortion

o~ the seaway by the moving body is being neglected. This criti-

cism applies to the analysis of concrete results of measurements

only; it is not intended to belittle the value of the investiga-

tion.

3) By courtesy of Dr.JOhn Wehausen I had the opportunity to study -
""

two recent papers by M. Haskind. 31 32

~e shall restrict ourselves to some superficial remarks on the

investigation "Oscillations of a floating contour ontthe surface

of a fluid.wit~ consldei-a't1on of gravity" 31
-:35-
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Here the following problem is treated: given a cylinder with a

symmetrical contour L floating in a reguaar seaway. The hydro-

d~namic effects are to be determined. General formulas are gi.en

for the amplitude of waves due to the oscillating body at plus

and minus infinity and for the forces Z, Y (horizontal side

force) and the rolling moment M . These results are applied tox

the well known class of Lewis contours 21.

No conclusions can be derived at present since the actual evalua-

tion of the formulas will require a considerable amount of work.

The problem attacked by Haskind represents the most general li-

nearized twodimensional problem in our field. Because of its fun-

damental importance from a practical and a scientific point of

view a considerable investment of thought and labour in reaching

explicit results is fully justified.

1.2 Experimental approach, model investigations

Haskind did not calculate explicitly the distortion of regular

waves caused by the ship and the influence on the exciting forces

resulting therefrom. Together with Riemann 13 he supplemented

his theoretical research by an experimental method which yields

a hydrodynamic correction for these forces. For this purpose har-

monic oscillations of a model with one degree of freedom, say -..
heaving, are excited in calm water by an oscillator and added -
mas sand damping factors derived. Further, the heaving motion z

of the same model is excited by regular waves. Thus the graph

Z . z ei(4J(- S) ( 30 )
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.) ....

is obtained. Inaerting 30. into the equation of motion
-- ~

. - ~(wf-i)
J-Pl~ ~ +~, Z -r PJ~.l = FJ~~ Ee (31)

we find a camplex relations from which by equating the real and

the imaginary parts the exciting force coefficient E and the

phase angle S can be calculated. An examp1e of the phase lag

which following the Froude-Krylov hypothesis equals zero is

shown in figure ...~... and the corresponding force coefficient

E is compared with the"Krylov" value Et in figure..9.. These

- -two diagr~ms are to my knowledge the only pertinent data so far

published.

The application of the method to other motions is obvious and

the extension to coupled motions possible, at least in principle.

1.3 Report on "Ocean Vulcan" Sea Trials

The extended investigations performed by the Admiralty Ship-

welding Committee on several vesse1s, expecially.the "Ocean

Vulcan" and "Clan Alpine" deal primarily with matters of strength

and so far remain outside of the scope of our present survey, ex-

cept that part of the work which treats fore es acting on the ship

at sea.

We are esp~cially interested -in the attempts to derive these

forces from ample pressure measurements which exceed by far si-

milar work done earlier. Unfortunately, the detailed ~~lysis is
-

not yet available therefore we must restriet ourselves to few

examples published in Report 8 29 A plot of the variation

of pressure with respect .to the still water condi tions is shown
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of pressure with respect to the still water condition is shown

in fig. 10.

We note the decrease from the peak at the still water load line

towards the bottom.

The autho~E tried also to establish the basic equations of heave

and pitch in a more adequate manner by using the relations:

"force causing heaving accelaration == out of balance vertical

force due to dynamic buoyancy - damping force due ~oamIDRging

veloc i ty'; ,

and a similar for the pitching moment.

This slightly unusual restatement means that the hydrostatic

and hydrodynamic exciting forces and the restoring forces are

lumped together as out of balance force. Obviously, a more com-

plete treatment requires the consideration of various coupled

forces; thus the general formulation is not fortunate.

For actual computing work the Froude-Krylov hypothesis of the

undisturbed pressure distribution is used. Added masses and

damping are estimated in a rather coarse manner.

Instead of the linearized expressions for the restoring and ex-

citing forces the out of balance forces are introduced. These -...
are obtained by subtracting the still water values from the -
values read off special charts representing the total buoyancy

and trimming moment as functions of a particularity defined draft

and the trim angle. For each longitudinal position of the wave

-38-
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profile wtth respect to the ship a seperate chart is neede~.

The equations of motions are solved by a step methode

The authors theoretical approach does not yield in the form

proposed an improvement as far as hydrodynamics are concerned.

It drops, however, linear restrictions with respect to the

hydrostatic forces (including the Smith effect). It may prove

to be useful if the tedious calculations can be performed by

computing machines and if sufficiently accurate experimental

values of the pressure distribution can be substiteted for the

"theoretical ones".

~~4 A case of gyrostatic coupling

To my knowledge gyrostatic coupling was treated first by

Suyehiro 40 He deals with the behavior of a floating body

amongst long regular waves: dependent upon the period of the

latter the body has the tendency to set itself parallel or

normal to the wave crests. Suyehiro treats the motions of rol-

ling, pitching and heaving simultaneously; the equations are

linearized exept for a "gyrostatic" term in the relation for

yawing. The exciting term in the equation of yaw has been

neglected, which may be permissible when the speed of advance

is zero. Otherwise the problem must be reconsidered by more

elaborate methods. The problem studied by Suyehir~ presents

a transition ~o the next chapter.

-39-
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2. Ship mechanics.

1. Directional stability in seaway.

We pointed out already that recently there is a tendency of

treat the behavier of a ship in a seaway under the broader

aspect of ship mechanics.

The need for such a generalisation was suggested by the study

of the yawing motion which is basicly connected with the pro-

perties of directional stability and steering of the shipo

The first step in this direction was m~de by Davidson [6j.

The present writer attacked the problem pf the direc~ional

stability in regular waves in a more general way 8. Because

of the extreme complexity of the task this attempt does not go

much beyond a formulation of the fundamentals involved. One in-

hBrent difficulty is the variability of the ship speed over

one period pf encounter. Neglecting it oneaobtains stability

criteria which beside the weIl known sttllwater derivatives

depend upon the wave characteristics, the heading angle and

the speed of advance. The magnitude of various impottant pa-

rameters is not yet known, but in the light of recent progress

in our field it appears possible that by combined analytical

and experimental methods quantitative data can be obtainedo How- --

ever, it appears advisable to set aside a gnneral investigation

till a better understanding of the resistance problem has been

reached. 40-
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starting from 6 the special case of a ship ~dvancing in a

following sea has been treated rather thoroughly by Grim _7_

Important results have been found which qualitatively at least

agree with observed phenomena at sea. The paper does not lend

itself to a short review; however, the main conclusiönn is in-

teresting following which a stable motion of the ship in a

long following swa appears to be almost impossible. There is

a high probability that the control by the rudder will be lost

and the ship will turn quickly into a position parallel to the

wave crests. During the circling motion an appreciable list

connected with it may endanger the transverse stability of the

ship. This leads us to the problem of:

2. Transverse stability in a seaway

In his classical memoir 1 Krylov expressed the intention to

look into this question.

Krylov has not fulfilled his prom~ and within the following

55 years very little has been done to promote the solution of

this important problem.

To my knowledge, French writers 3 were the first to calculate

the metacentric height of a ship in a regular seaway from quasi

static considerations. Results of this relementary approach

are shown in fig.ff... The idea was resumed by Kempf _ 34 and

his collaborators 1-35
; recently Grim ! 27 calculated Reed's

-~

diagram under similar assumptions. The problem becomes now

rather urgen"t 111 oonnect1on with attempts to "standardize" the

-41-
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the transverse stability (bett er to fix lower limits of it).

Clearly, these attempts remain arbitrary as long as so little

is known about the actual magnitude of the decisive parameters

in a seaway. Using the fact that the metacentric height chan-

ges periodi~ally in regular waves Grim 29 was able to cla~i-

fyan important phenomenoh, which so far evaded explanation.lt

has been observed that a model running normally to a train of

regular waves undergoes heavy rolling when the natural period

of roll is twice that of the period of encounter. The formal

treatment leads to a Mathieu equation. The solution was checked

by a double s~t of experiments:

1) in calm w3ter pitching motions were excited by revolving

weights which simultaneously varied the position of the cen-

ter of gravity of the model,.

2) by tests in regular W8ves.

This analysis shed additional light on the controversial matter

why ships in a following sea frequently experience large ampli-

tudes of roll.

3. Motions in a confused sea

We mentioned the problematic character of the concept "regular

seaway" on which most of our theoretical and experimental work

is based.
-""
-

Already Krylov _ 1_ gave serious thoughts to this question anEl

proposed an approximative treatment of irregular seaway patterns

r by assuming plausible slight variations in the wave periods.
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He explained the erratic behavior of a ship due to the super-

position of forced and free oscillations ("Wave by wave method":

Tacitly the hope was nourished that the forced oscillations of

a ship were responsible for the main part of the phenomena ob-

served and that a closer agreement between theory and reality

could be reached if free oscillations were properly considered.

ci
Several times experiments were made with artifially produced

irregular train of waves. As motions of models under such con-

ditions never reached as high amplitudes as in regular waves

of comparable length close to the synchronism condition the

usefullness of the regular seaway concept as severest assump-

tion imaginable was corroborated. This does not preclude that

in astate far from synchronism irregular waves may produce

larger ship amplitudes as regular ones. From a purely practi-

cal viewpoint attempts have been made to correlate actual sea

condi tions with regular trains of waves. C
41,42.. Essentially

all such attempts must remain illusory before a better know-

ledge of the actual seaway has been reached. The old Ilclassi-

fication" of a seaway, obviously, does not meet the most modest

requirements. A proposal made by the Deutsche Seewarte 136.

though noteworthy still does not yield a reliable foundation.

In the last decade attempts have been made to improve the in-

tolerable situation. Reference is made to areport by Fuchs

and Mac Camy r37~ which represents the continuation of an ear-
- -

lier work by Fuchs. [381. It deals with the heaving and pitching
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of ships (or models) in irregular bow and stern waves and is

based on the Fourier integral method. Time histories of heaving

and pitching can be expressed as an integral of the recorded wav

wave motion and a kernel. Good agreement is reached between

predicted and recorded data. Omitting the diseussion of the

complex mathmatical work we mention a particularly interesting

deduction. It refers to the "wave by wave-method". The report

gives same indications that such a procedure may be plausible

when the waves are "smooth" but fails when the seaway is Quite

irregular.

As the result of collaboration between oceanography and naval

architecture a paper was presented by M.St.Denis and W.Piersson

9 . The part dealing with waves contains a thorough survey of

methodes which lead to a rep~esentation of an irregular seaway.

The statistical approach proposed yields Quite new aspects. A

clever sientist once remarked that for the average human being

theory begins where understanding ends. Because of the sur-

prising character of the mathematics involved - even powerful

professional mathematicans are unable to grasp it - there is

a certain danger that human nature will revolt against the

new "theory".

However the new approach can already claim a success: Experi-

ments (Fig.~?l) prove the authors' thesis: in spite of the iden-
-
'"

tity of the fre~uency of encounter for all simultaneous motions

of a vessel the number of zero crossings and maximum ampli-

tudes aver a fixed timeinterval may v~ry appreciably with the
motion.
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Further, contrary to thoughts prevailing earlier the author's

work lead to the interesting conception following which the

response of a ship in a confused sea is a steady state process

rather than a contineous succession of transients.

The authors emphasize one serious limitation of their study - it

refers to amplitudes only and leaves phase relations outside of

its scope.

The statistical approach may supplement effe~tively hydrodynamic

research following "orthodox" lines but by no means will replace

it. That part of reference 9 shich deals with the equations of

ship motions furnishes a strong support of my case~that cl~a~~aal

hydrodynamics have not been superseded. In calculating added

masses and damping forces no reference has been made to free

surface effects"; further, hydrodynamic coupling effects have

not been even mentioned. For the determination of exciting forces

the use of surface integrals instead of volume in~egrals p~Dposed

by Krylo~ does not present an advantage. However, it is meri-

torious to emphasize the importance of the Smith effects which

has been under estimated by Krylov.

Summarizing we state that

Conclusion
--------------

Summarizing we state that recent theoretical work in our field

has developed in a satisfactory way. Powerful methads have been

proposed, important special probe1ms have been successfully

treated,and the~e exists a promising tendency to enlarge the
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scope of our discipline by subsuming the theory of oscillations

to general mechanics of the ship. One can further assume that

the study of resistance and propulsion in a seaway will bene-

fit tin the near future.from the general progress made in our

field.

We expect an immediate stimulating effect of the theoretical

work on model research and later on full scale investigations.

Instead of relying on "practical" routine model tests only which

frequently are "run" under inadequately defined conditions

emphasis should be laid on experiments intended to give answers

to clearcut quest ions. Because of the difficulty of the subject

the combined theoretical and experimental approach deserves full

attention. Although we cannot yet share Krylov's optimism quoted

at the beginning there is sufficient evidence that concentrated

efforts will furnish in a not too distant
on the seagoing qualities of ships.
Obviously, our synopsis presents a lot of

future useful informa-
tion.

weak spots which are

partly due to shortcomings of the present writer and partly to

the task requiring a progress report over a definite time. It

is probable that valuable work has been overlooked; sometn~

teresting topics have not been mentioned. The present ~riter

expresses the hope that further contributions by members of

our congress will fill out the gaps left by hirn.
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Notations
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A area

area of load water line

dimensionsless amplitude

breath, beam

constant; Lewis inertia coefficient

constant

dimensionsless heaving force function

Froude number

frequency parameter

center of gravity

beam - depth ratio

moment of inertia of the waterline

mass moment of inertia

constant

K55 ..'0 integrals
ship length )

moment in general )

damping coefficient )

point of reference

force

Ao
A
B
C

D
E
F

Fw
G
H
I
J
K

K33
L
M
N
o
P
S
T
U
X
Y
Z

surface
Kinetic Energy

speed of advance

)

) force components

)

L a: M~
M :: M~
N .. N~
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a - ampli

a - wave amplitude, constant

b - constant

c - spedd of wave

f - depth of immersion

g - gravity acceleration

h - lever

i = (:1

i
j

k

)

indices as subscripts
)

27iwave number
/1

with subs~tipts - inertia coefficientE

m mass

m' - virtual mass

m - with subscripts: generalized added masses (added masses,
added moments of inertia, mass coupling factors)

n - normal
p ) pressure

I

q
j angular velocity components

r )

t - time

ti )

I

V r linear velocity components
f' w )

,

x )

I

Y )- coordinates
I

z )
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a: - wawrlin-e area coefficient

ß

o

1:

section area coefficiemt

incrementr phase angle

phase angle

wave slope

wi th suibscript-8 - inert.:Lar:coefficient..s

wav:e lengtJ:t:

- frequency

Grim-8 frequency parameter

density

itime wariable
TI
c

v

r:

Q

[J =

~ - an~le oi rollr> VBlocity potential
cQUrse (heading) angle

w. - frequerItKy

~ - angle oi pitch
angle of yaw

6. - weight displacement,: Laplace operato"u';incremerutv

J - welocity potential

j:' - pitchirrg momenIt, funcboIDJ

-...
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"Force dipol"

Fig.8

Fig. 3

Phase angle f between the
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instead of6'5!
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e,xci ting force
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	page 1
	Titles
	- 2 - 
	to ca leu la te for example the acceleration and the position 
	This is understandable eince the matter is extremely diffi- 
	Nonetheless one can list a large number of purposes for which 
	completeness or even a 16gical order in our enumeration such 
	studies can yield: 
	is surprising how ipadequate the knowledge of these phenomena 
	-3- 
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	Titles
	- 3 
	is even with experienced professional people. 
	3) Contributions to the problem of safety by establishing li- 
	miting values of motions, accelerations, forces etc. 
	4) Explanation of special effects influencing the behavior; 
	e.g. stability," directional stability, resistance. 
	6) Guidance as to how to plan and to perform model experi- 
	ments and full scall research. This point seems to be essen- 
	tial in connection with the aims of our Congress. Considerable 
	the future more emphasis should be laid on the use of results 
	obtained by analytical methods. 
	There are essentially two branches of mechanics on which our 
	-4- 


	page 3
	Titles
	- 4 - 
	character 'do arise. These are important especially wi th high 
	i..- -I t.- ~ 
	presents clearly apart of the behavior of the ship. The rea- 
	how to proceed with pertinent investigations. There is no questi- 
	r' r 1 
	We mentioned before that the treatment of our subject rests 
	essentially ~n two branches of mechanics. In earlier research 
	boundary problem. This aspect has been brought forward recently 
	-5- 


	page 4
	Titles
	5 - 
	of the ideal fluid concepto The general formulations of the 
	boundary problem mentioned above does make sense only when 
	these problems can, however, be treated by the "mechanical 
	model" of the ideal fluid. 
	Froude's Model law can be applied in general with better con- 
	fidence than in the field of resistance rese~rch. 
	seaway with the actual one by assuming some average wave 
	l~ngth and height. 
	-6- 


	page 5
	Titles
	- 6 - 
	Simplifying further we come to thy case of a ship oscillating 
	in calm water. The study of free oscillations constitues a 
	ever, it becomes popular at present to deal with forced oscil- 
	lations ~n calm water. The reason herefore will be explained 
	later. 
	L 
	Different trends in the character of present research can be 
	stated. Experimentalists are inclined to search for immediate 
	answers to practical problems. Because of lack of basic know- 
	ledge this approach may fail. For example investigations on 
	the influence of variations of the hull form on the behavior 
	in a seaway frequently' remain inconclusive because the effects 
	duled after immediate practical needs. Thus a drastic reduc- 
	complex motions. 
	On the other hand there is a tendency at present to deal with 
	-7- 


	page 6
	Titles
	7 - 
	the problem of the ship behavior in a broader sense than earlier 
	While Krylov and his immediate successors restricted themselves 
	to the study of oscillatory motions we observe at present a de- 
	finite trend to develop general "mechanics" of a ship in a sea- 
	way 6, 7, 8, 5 . This means e.g. t~ problems of resistance, 
	ed by the motion of a ship in calm water. 
	Areport on the progress in a field must start from some plane 
	of reference, preferably an earlier survey on the subject. As 
	such we choose the report presented by Dr. Vedeler to the 
	Congress 
	4 and a paper by Mro St.Denis and myself 5 
	Dr. Vedeler discussed an ample list of subjects grouped follow- 
	ing the six degrees of freedom of a ship. 
	responding to the undisturbed wave structure has been supple- 
	mented in the known manner by the introduction of added masses 
	-8- 


	page 7
	Titles
	- 8 - 
	From the poiht of view of our theme the time wh ich has 
	elapsed since the publication of the mentioned papers has 
	been rather fertile. However, only one paper ~reats the ge- 
	weIl known we begin with a short discussion of the earlier 
	fundamental publications. Next we shall deal with investi- 
	gations in calm water which recently have gained consider- 
	consider the actual, i.e. irregular seaway. 
	So far there exist three comprehensive original investigations: 
	an analysis following Krylov's lines can yield and wherein 
	it fails. It has been shown experimentally and by some obser- 
	-9- 


	page 8
	Titles
	- 9 - 
	damping a closer approximation to reality is arrived at. On the 
	other hand, several errors are admitted. 
	ship on the seaway has been neglected 12. 
	forces must be admitted which are more serious in the case of 
	of the angle of roll, cannot be determined with reasonable ac- 
	The question as to how far the basic assumption of a regular 
	seaway is a reasonable one, is rather delicate. Within the 
	limits of a linear theory synchronism o~ more precisel~ the 
	state where the maximum amplification factor occurs is the 
	most serious condition for a given ship and ~ configuration, 
	_. 
	the other hand it is obvious that the regular seaway concept 
	-10- 


	page 9
	Titles
	- 10 - 
	does not lead to an exhaustive treatment of the seaworthiness 
	problem; especially it does not yield information on the averag 
	performance of a ship in an actual seaway. 
	In reference ~ 5 we quoted frequently a paper by Haskind which 
	in the meanwhile has been translated and thus has been made 
	Haskind formulates the hydrodynamic problem as folIows: The 
	displacement of the ship from its average position is consider- 
	drp _. KCP == 0 
	more complicated for a vessel mouing with constant speed if 
	(1) 
	.the potential 
	cj is 
	referred to axes rigidly connected with 
	the body. The potential 
	sists of two parts: the 
	. . t~t 
	ly steady state forced oscillation~ are consid.~Edd one obtains 
	-11- 
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	Images
	Image 1
	Image 2

	Titles
	- 11 
	I I 
	I ~ '" 
	z J ,. 
	\ 
	J ,) .. I 
	(2) 
	with 
	The boundary condition 
	is 
	where 
	is the normal velo city of a givenpoint at the 
	tial Cf' can be deri ved. 
	the ship in a seaway. 
	takes care of the reflexion phenomen~ caused by 
	EssentiallY,4 is calculated by'substituting pulsating sour- 
	- 
	The linearisation of the problem leads to the resul t thRt' the 
	a solution exists. 
	familar coneepts of hydrodynamic inertia and damping forces 
	are applicable; they are components of the total hydrodynamic 
	forces 
	. and depend upon added masses ht . and damping coeffi- 
	citing forces and moments 
	Fe Me 
	-~~ 
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	Titles
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	{ = -PJ IX {<<.li jj( '(, r r+) f1 ~t 
	j, -' ~~ t 
	r / 
	, +) ~ -;I) 
	(6) 
	case of the ship moving with finite speed of advance U. 
	Haskind applies his reasoning to a study of' the heaving and 
	pitching motion. 
	The vertical force Z and the pitching moment M consists 
	of four "components": 
	Z.= Zo + Z1 + Z2 + Z3 
	(7) 
	of the ship, 
	-13- 
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	Images
	Image 1
	Image 2

	Titles
	- 13 - 
	latingship pulsating sources and sinks distributed over the 
	a vertical plane are considered the results~ interesting. 
	Amongst other things they reveal the influence of the appoxi- 
	mations madeo 
	~. = -n~33 i. - j/J'7~J 1j - 11{3 i. - ~3 y::: 0 
	I VII = - rn 3 ~ .2. -. I/V}!F 5" Y - / I 3 S' ~ - ,r5' Y = 
	(8) 
	(9) 
	For the moving ship /"J'135' =1= 1"1-1$-3 and 
	Simplifying further by assuming a ship symmetrical with respect 
	to the midsection one obtains 
	h1 _ J~_ 
	Introducing 
	/r'3 = f:J .i'j '1/' j -e. 
	( 9",-,' 
	(10) 
	(11) 
	wi th 4 the freque.::cy of encounter ,ly the moment of inertia 
	,. 
	dimensionless heaving and pitching functions, the equationsof 
	-14- 
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	Titles
	- 14 - 
	motion are written as 
	( J'j -I- h'ls-,r)Y-I- ~~ Y J- fJ ly l' - rn!F:- i 
	(12 
	(13 
	Thus even for a ship symmetrical with respect to the midship 
	!' 
	velocity. The results 
	/\I; 3 ( 0) 
	are shown 
	as ratios 
	at zero speed 
	U = o. 
	may indicate, for example, the influence of the ship form on re- 
	flexion.af his "complete" 
	Apparently Haskind has realized the shortesming of his "complete" 
	~ 
	I have been unable so far to eyaluate the.expressions for the 
	added masses and ta check if they lead to a correct d~pendency 
	upon a dimensionless frequency parameter 
	-15- 
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	Titles
	- 15 - 
	Some doubt may be expressed if the substitution of singulari- 
	ti es following lines use for the michell ship is adequate. 
	However, in 
	13 quoted before consistent results have been 
	communicated. 
	Further valuable information may be extracted from 12 by 
	extended nuwerical computations. However, the claim cannot be 
	No attempts have been made to attack the resistance problem 
	even under the strained assumption of a constant speed of ad- 
	vanceo 
	We conclude this survey by a quotation from Fourier following 
	which a problem cannot be considered as solved before numeri- 
	cal solutions have been obtained. This idea deserves full at- 
	tention in ship theory where because of the complex form of the 
	ship hull and the intricate character of the free surfacephe- 
	nomena solutions lead to complicated expressions. 
	3. Although full credit has been given earlier to a paper by 
	F. John 11 , we refer to it once more because of two reasons: 
	1) here in a lucid form the general boundary problem has been 
	stated tü which our investigations on the behavior üf a ship 
	in a seaway can be redu~ed and the formalism of linearisation 
	has been expounded, 
	2' Für waMes in shallow water in the presence of flat floating 
	bodies explicit results have been obtained. Shallow water means 
	..16.. 
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	Titles
	- 16 - 
	that the wave length 
	depth of water hand flat bodies 
	comply with the condition that the radius of Burvature 
	Flat ~odies represent an idealization of the ship form which i~ 
	the opposite extreme of the"narrow" Michell ship. Under these 
	assumptions the wave equation can be used for points under the 
	free surface. 
	Following cases solved by John deserve our special interest: 
	1) Waves generated by a freely floating cylinder, 
	waves. 
	Reference is made to the 9rigiaal but as example Fig.$ is re- 
	produced which pictures the reflection coefficients of an in- 
	coming wave for a fixed and a freely floating cylinder. The im- 
	mediate applicability to harbor work is obvious; when dealing 
	with ships the assumptions should be remembered for which the 
	results are valid. 
	A ~eeent synopsis 
	will be treated later. The Krylov 
	problem is being reconsidered under the original assumptions 
	by Radosavljevic. 
	111 Motions in calm Water 
	~---- 
	1. Free osci~lations 
	---------------------- 
	-17- 
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	import~t synehronism eondition as long as the dampi?g is small. 
	treatment of non linear and rheolinear restoring fore es. The 
	(~ 
	solution of the resulting equations of motion iso known; what 
	is neededin general is an appropriate applieation of seienti-fi 
	fie methods available. This does not exelude, that interesting 
	. to 
	dueed to Mathieu and HilI eq~tions. Generally the formalism 
	will prove to be usefull when dealing with more eomplieated 
	problems. An interesting stability problem has been re~ently 
	diseussed 
	) , 
	-18- 
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	The studY'Qf free oscillations will alwaysremain an important 
	part of ship theory because it leads to the determination of 
	the natural per~ods. 
	In courses on rational mechanics as well as on ship theory 
	natural as long as motions of solid bodies are treated. Things 
	look slightly different from a hydrodynamic point of view. The 
	added mass and damping coefficients can be calculated much 
	easier for a hull performing forced oscillations in salm water 
	than oscillatiogs' freely. This appears to be pausi ble already 
	from the simple fact that in the former case the frequenc~es 
	even decisively 
	~. 
	with a di- 
	To my knowledge bes.ide 
	hydrodynamics of free oscillations have been published: 
	L __ 
	be sustained rigorously what is not surprisingas even the 
	damped harmonie oscillation is no period motion. There are 
	.-19- 
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	2) Has~ind C17' has generalized the problem by' 
	pitching and heaving. 
	numerical evaluations have been made so far. Some results con- 
	cerning the coupled motions will be discussed later. 
	2. Forced oscillations in calm water 
	------------------------------------- 
	Theoretical and experimental investigations of'forced motions 
	grees of freedom and even to the analysis of phenomena met in 
	an actual seaway. 
	We mentioned already the hypothesis following which damping 
	coefficients and added mass values deriv•d from free and forced 
	oscillation tests concide practically provided the frequency 
	parameter ~ 
	is ,the same and damping values are not 
	large. I't, should not be too difficul t to establish the limits 
	ofits validity experimentally and analytically. 
	c'.2-0. 
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	More serious and important is the question if added mass values 
	and damping eoefficients obtained from a ealm water state are 
	applieable without further corrections to seaway conditionso 
	From the strueture of Haskind's integrals 
	10 
	it can be fol- 
	lowed that in prineiple a dependeney upon the seaway charaete- 
	risties does exist. Obviously, numerieal evaluations should be 
	made in the next future. However, at the present state of know- 
	ledge one should not be too metieulous. From a praetical point 
	of view small errors in the magnitude of damping eoeffieients 
	and moderate errors in added mass values are of no great moment. 
	Mueh lower aeeuraey is required than that needed in resistanee 
	research. 
	From Ursell's 
	18 
	and Haskindts 
	10 
	work it ean be fol- 
	lowed that by substituting souree-sink systems for a body con- 
	siderable errors in the determination of the hydrdynamic os- 
	Reeently our knowledge in this field has been appreciably ex- 
	tended by O. Grim 
	19 0 + Like Ursell, Grim restriets himself 
	to the twodimensional ease of foreed motions of a body with 
	zero speed of advanee and thus taekles a less ambitious problem 
	than Haskind. Nevertheless, his publieation deserves our full 
	interest beeause of the originality and effieieney of the method 
	used and the importnat results reaehed. Beside, his theoretieal 
	work is supported by beautiful experiments. 
	-21- 
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	About two years ago the present writer published a survey on 
	free surface effects 
	20 . It is gratifying to acknowledge 
	that several blank spots in our knowledge there indicated have 
	been filled out by Grim's investigation. 
	Grim constructs the velocity potential 
	from: 
	the 
	the normal velocity condition satisfied for a larger number of 
	of the damping force and added masses can be obtained for an 
	ample class of sections studied by F. Lewis 
	21 . The method 
	is valid for the verti~al, horizontal and rolling oscillations. 
	The introduction of a "force dipol" concept is especially use- 
	ful. Its meaning follows from Fig.: 3 
	force 
	and reducing 
	in such a way that 
	remains 
	-22- 
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	elasticity but so far have notbeen used in hydrod~namics. 
	Especially powerful is the application of the least square 
	method proposed by the author to comply with the boundary 
	and other ones communicated in a re'cent paper r 22 
	which 
	have been reached by a totally different approach. 
	Wi thin the' limi tations ~umerated before Grim' s resul ts lend 
	itself immediately to the solution of practical problems. 
	the damping coefficients and added mass values ~.for almost 
	all se~ion forms met in practice. 
	. 1953 
	teristic resul ts .As independept lr"ariable appear.s the fre- 
	-23- 
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	is rather sensitive to changes in the section form. 
	Grim has applied his results obtained for the heaving to the 
	study of the pitching motion by introducing a strip methode 
	The error committed by using the twodimensional approach in 
	a threedimensional case is in many cases tolerable. To check 
	the calculations Grim performed model experiments in calm wa- 
	ter; pitching was excited by suitably arranged rotating weights. 
	The agreement between rGsults of computation and measurement 
	was good. The interesting coupling effect stated will be dis- 
	cussed further beneatho 
	Earlier the largest interest was concentrated on the motion 
	hydrodynamic phenomena connected with the heaving motion lend 
	themselves to an easier theoretical investigation. However, 
	to the properties of wave damping for various sections. To 
	The results obtained by Grim fer added masses and damping 
	fOrces in the case of the aide motion and the roll are as 
	fundamental as in the ease of heaving. Introducing the neces- 
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	ling effects will be menti-oned laterö' 
	of adv.nce. Nonethelees the consideration -of ~ffects due to 
	by rotation. 
	: 3. Coupled motions in.,calm water 
	------------------------------------ 
	, . 
	We shall try to supplement the.litt of coupling effects enume- 
	ra~ed by him. Free and' forped oscillations are.~reated simul- 
	taneously. 
	-25- 
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	1. The hydrostatic coupling of heave and p~tch is mentioned 
	(16) 
	where 
	.{.. 
	of the extreme smallness of [ 
	in most cases the re- 
	Because 
	sul ting frequences Vj+ Y; are very close to ~~ vy,.. 
	(17) 
	"complicated" express ions. 
	in a vacuum Euler's equations. 
	Neglecting the presence of the free surface the influence of 
	-2'CQ- 
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	masses concept. However, in more complicated cases the latter 
	are not known and one has to resort to the determination of 
	the pressure distribution as the fundamental phenomenon. 
	The added mass terms are incluaed into the left side. of the 
	terms on the right side. This is, obviously, a purely formal 
	matter. 
	It is understood that the investigation performed beneath 
	yields only a formal scheme which, nonetheless, may contribute 
	to clarify the problem. 
	Using Lamb's notations i14J the general equations of motion 
	of a body in an ideal liquid are of the type: 14 
	for forces 
	(18) 
	and for 
	moments 
	410-- 
	(19) 
	Here X and L are the ~traneous forces, the Kinetic energy 
	T is the sum of the Kinetic energies of the body T, and of 
	o 
	() - .it dU )1J" 7 ')w- (20) 
	and / J;:; '17:: J Z- L ? I<J / J I" 
	- ~ tJ 
	' I-'.~ -- l/ - 
	-r- '"L - - ' 
	- -- 
	-2F!- 
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	While essentially mations of a body possessing no mere than 
	Then we obtain departing slightly fram Lamb's notation 
	2 T1 - m(u + V + w ) + JxP + Jyq + Jzr (22) 
	The fluid reactions are of the type 
	Xo - - m1,ü - m33Qw + m22rv (24) 
	(m + m'1)ü+ m33Qw - m22rv - X, - 0 (26a) 
	here we have denoted: 
	1) by X,o... L, the extraneous fQrces which in the ease 
	-28- 
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	2) by J'z = Jz + m66 
	J'x · Jx + m44 
	J'y == Jy + m55 
	the virtual moments of inertia. 
	The introduction of non lin.ar terms, obviously, involves 
	a severe complication of the mathematical problem. That is 
	one reason why very little has been done in this field. 
	x 
	surface effect on added maas values must be considered. This 
	In caaes with weaker properties of symmetry the same formalism 
	(20) (21) can be applied although. ;he quantitative evaluation 
	of the additional terms arising require. considerable work. 
	tion found by Haskind 
	[15J. We quote only the simplest case 
	-~19- 
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	valid for a MicheIl ship symmetrie al with respect to the 
	midship section t t 
	m +- h1 
	'2.. - L U ~ + 
	(Jy + Yn55);; + cUi: +,... 
	=0 
	(29) 
	with c a coefficient; 
	racter shown in fig. ~. From our present point of view we are 
	, 
	the opposite signs and the fact that they do not disappear for 
	4. Beside their theoretical value Grim's investigations should 
	be considered as exemplary from the point of view of engineer- 
	ing science because the author combines in a consequent manner 
	the analytical and experimental approach. This method of re- 
	search led e.g. to the determination of following coupling ef- 
	feet. We mentioned ~lready Grim's experiments on pitchingin 
	~ 4 
	tions; the same result could be derived from eq 
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	representing for.ced conditions. 
	5. Grim has pointed out that the horizontal transvers motion 
	and the motion of roll in general are coupled and therefore 
	should be treated simultaneously. 
	Denoting by Y 
	equations of motion are obtained: 
	J/ er 1- NIfl/ cf + h'lJ "f1 'f + n, Öc,~' .+/'1'1.t2. h'ji.. j. ~.t 1,N j = Mx 
	(31) 
	Here the notatiom ham been introduced. 
	of reference 0 
	the case of the circular se9tion the equations (30) (31) can 
	tion. From the investigation follows that the yawing motion in 
	-3~ 
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	equation. 
	Exciting pitching motions of a model by an inertia oscillator 
	heavy rolling was demonstrated when the period of pitch was half t 
	the natural period of roll. However, Grim indicates that the coupl 
	coupling is weak since a slight change in the frequency relations 
	because the roll to disappear. 
	-32- 
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	IV Motions in Sea~y. 
	~ ~~-~-- 
	1. Exciting forces 
	~---~-------- 
	l~l Theoretical considerations 
	1) Havelock 
	26 and the present writer have calculated exciting 
	forces due to hydrodynamic efforts experienced by wholly sub- 
	The essence of the rather coarse approach by the present writer 
	teresting results depend on the sectional area curve; there 
	is no need to restrict ourselves to bodies of revolution. The 
	sea. 
	Hydrodynamic force effects are estimated using an approximate 
	method due to W.Tollmien 
	28 . It applies to forces expe- 
	rienced by a body moving with a constant speed of advance in a 
	slightly non uniform s,teady flow. Presumably, the application 
	of this interesting method is superseded to some exten~ by the 
	more general approach due to Cummins 
	43 . We omit therefore 
	a discussi~n ~f the underlying assumptions ~nd state the result, 
	-33- 
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	That the vertical force Z can be calculated from the apparent 
	buoyancy force multiplied by the factor 
	/ -r- ~3 +(d(33 - rIt//) C (32) . 
	in an exact manner. The computations lead to the evaluation of 
	uce two graphs showing the striking dependency of the effects u 
	The six generalized force coefficients are definde following 
	the pattern 
	with 
	(33) 
	the maximum effective wave slope at the 
	depths 
	axis: 
	2) Extensive research work on the motions of bodies in a seaway has 
	- 34 
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	depth are studied assuming: 
	Calculating the buoyancy and moment from the undisturbed wave 
	pressures rather tedious expressions are obtained in the second 
	case for the heaving and pitching.motions. In order to find the 
	coupling effect has been established. Comparisons were made of 
	motion amplitudes calculated under various assumptions. (shape 
	of waves, damping) with experimental data. The results are in- 
	conclusive. It i8 doubtful if it is worth while to introduce 
	corrections for nonlinear wave effects as long as the distortion 
	o~ the seaway by the moving body is being neglected. This criti- 
	cism applies to the analysis of concrete results of measurements 
	two recent papers by M. Haskind. 31 
	32 
	~e shall restrict ourselves to some superficial remarks on the 
	investigation "Oscillations of a floating contour ontthe surface 
	of a fluid. wit~ consldei-a't1on of gravity" 31 
	-:35- 
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	d~namic effects are to be determined. General formulas are gi.en 
	force) and the rolling moment 
	the well known class of Lewis contours 21. 
	No conclusions can be derived at present since the actual evalua- 
	tion of the formulas will require a considerable amount of work. 
	The problem attacked by Haskind represents the most general li- 
	nearized twodimensional problem in our field. Because of its fun- 
	damental importance from a practical and a scientific point of 
	view a considerable investment of thought and labour in reaching 
	explicit results is fully justified. 
	1.2 Experimental approach, model investigations 
	Haskind did not calculate explicitly the distortion of regular 
	his theoretical research by an experimental method which yields 
	a hydrodynamic correction for these forces. For this purpose har- 
	monic oscillations of a model with one degree of freedom, say 
	heaving, are excited in calm water by an oscillator and added 
	mas sand damping factors derived. Further, the heaving motion z 
	-36- 
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	.) .... 
	-- ~ 
	(31) 
	E is compared with the"Krylov" value Et in figure..9.. These 
	two diagr~ms are to my knowledge the only pertinent da ta so far 
	published. 
	The application of the method to other motions is obvious and 
	the extension to coupled motions possible, at least in principle. 
	1.3 Report on "Ocean Vulcan" Sea Trials 
	The extended investigations performed by the Admiralty Ship- 
	welding Committee on several vesse1s, expecially.the "Ocean 
	Vulcan" and "Clan Alpine" deal primarily with matters of strength 
	and so far remain outside of the scope of our present survey, ex- 
	cept that part of the work which treats fore es acting on the ship 
	at sea. 
	We are esp~cially interested -in the attempts to derive these 
	forces from ample pressure measurements which exceed by far si- 
	milar work done earlier. Unfortunately, the detailed ~~lysis is 
	examples published in Report 8 29 
	A plot of the variation 
	of pressure wi th respect .to the still water condi tions is shown 
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	of pressure with respect to the still water condition is shown 
	in fig. 10. 
	We note the decrease from the peak at the still water load line 
	towards the bottom. 
	The autho~E tried also to establish the basic equations of heave 
	and pitch in a more adequate manner by using the relations: 
	"force causing heaving accelaration == out of balance vertical 
	force due to dynamic buoyancy - damping force due ~oamIDRging 
	veloc i ty'; , 
	and a similar for the pitching moment. 
	This slightly unusual restatement means that the hydrostatic 
	and hydrodynamic exciting forces and the restoring forces are 
	lumped together as out of balance force. Obviously, a more com- 
	plete treatment requires the consideration of various coupled 
	forces; thus the general formulation is not fortunate. 
	For actual computing work the Froude-Krylov hypothesis of the 
	undisturbed pressure distribution is used. Added masses and 
	damping are estimated in a rather coarse manner. 
	Instead of the linearized expressions for the restoring and ex- 
	citing forces the out of balance forces are introduced. These 
	are obtained by subtracting the still water values from the 
	and the trim angle. For each longitudinal position of the wave 
	-38- 
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	profile wtth respect to the ship a seperate chart is neede~. 
	The equations of motions are solved by a step methode 
	The authors theoretical approach does not yield in the form 
	proposed an improvement as far as hydrodynamics are concerned. 
	It drops, however, linear restrictions with respect to the 
	"theoretical ones". 
	~~4 A case of gyrostatic coupling 
	To my knowledge gyrostatic coupling was treated first by 
	Suyehiro 40 
	He deals with the behavior of a floating body 
	amongst long regular waves: dependent upon the period of the 
	latter the body has the tendency to set itself parallel or 
	normal to the wave crests. Suyehiro treats the motions of rol- 
	ling, pitching and heaving simultaneously; the equations are 
	linearized exept for a "gyrostatic" term in the relation for 
	is zero. Otherwise the problem must be reconsidered by more 
	-39- 
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	aspect of ship mechanics. 
	perties of directional stability and steering of the shipo 
	The first step in this direction was m~de by Davidson [6j. 
	The present writer attacked the problem pf the direc~ional 
	stability in regular waves in a more general way 8. Because 
	depend upon the wave characteristics, the heading angle and 
	the speed of advance. The magnitude of various impottant pa- 
	rameters is not yet known, but in the light of recent progress 
	in our field it appears possible that by combined analytical 
	and experimental methods quantitative data can be obtainedo How- -- 
	ever, it appears advisable to set aside a gnneral investigation 
	till a better understanding of the resistance problem has been 
	reached. 
	40- 
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	starting from 6 the special case of a ship ~dvancing in a 
	agree with observed phenomena at sea. The paper does not lend 
	itself to a short review; however, the main conclusiönn is in- 
	a high probability that the control by the rudder will be lost 
	and the ship will turn quickly into a position parallel to the 
	wave crests. During the circling motion an appreciable list 
	connected with it may endanger the transverse stability of the 
	ship. This leads us to the problem of: 
	2. Transverse stability in a seaway 
	In his classical memoir 1 Krylov expressed the intention to 
	look into this question. 
	this important problem. 
	diagram under similar assumptions. The problem becomes now 
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	the transverse stability (bett er to fix lower limits of it). 
	Clearly, these attempts remain arbitrary as long as so little 
	is known about the actual magnitude of the decisive parameters 
	has been observed that a model running normally to a train of 
	regular waves undergoes heavy rolling when the natural period 
	of roll is twice that of the period of encounter. The formal 
	treatment leads to a Mathieu equation. The solution was checked 
	This analysis shed additional light on the controversial matter 
	why ships in a following sea frequently experience large ampli- 
	tudes of roll. 
	3. Motions in a confused sea 
	is based. 
	by assuming plausible slight variations in the wave periods. 
	-42- 
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	He explained the erratic behavior of a ship due to the super- 
	position of forced and free oscillations ("Wave by wave method": 
	Tacitly the hope was nourished that the forced oscillations of 
	a ship were responsible for the main part of the phenomena ob- 
	served and that a closer agreement between theory and reality 
	could be reached if free oscillations were properly considered. 
	Several times experiments were made with artifially produced 
	irregular train of waves. As motions of models under such con- 
	ditions never reached as high amplitudes as in regular waves 
	of comparable length close to the synchronism condition the 
	usefullness of the regular seaway concept as severest assump- 
	tion imaginable was corroborated. This does not preclude that 
	in astate far from synchronism irregular waves may produce 
	larger ship amplitudes as regular ones. From a purely practi- 
	cal viewpoint attempts have been made to correlate actual sea 
	condi tions wi th regular trains of waves. C 41,42.. 
	Essentially 
	all such attempts must remain illusory before a better know- 
	ledge of the actual seaway has been reached. The old Ilclassi- 
	though noteworthy still does not yield a reliable foundation. 
	- - 
	-43- 
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	of ships (or models) in irregular bow and stern waves and is 
	based on the Fourier integral method. Time histories of heaving 
	and pitching can be expressed as an integral of the recorded wav 
	wave motion and a kernel. Good agreement is reached between 
	predicted and recorded data. Omitting the diseussion of the 
	complex mathmatical work we mention a particularly interesting 
	deduction. It refers to the "wave by wave-method". The report 
	gives same indications that such a procedure may be plausible 
	when the waves are "smooth" but fails when the seaway is Quite 
	irregular. 
	As the result of collaboration between oceanography and naval 
	architecture a paper was presented by M.St.Denis and W.Piersson 
	9 . The part dealing with waves contains a thorough survey of 
	methodes which lead to a rep~esentation of an irregular seaway. 
	theory begins where understanding ends. Because of the sur- 
	prising character of the mathematics involved - even powerful 
	professional mathematicans are unable to grasp it - there is 
	a certain danger that human nature will revolt against the 
	new "theory". 
	However the new approach can already claim a success: Experi- 
	ments (Fig.~?l) prove the authors' thesis: in spite of the iden- 
	tity of the fre~uency of encounter for all simultaneous motions 
	of a vessel the number of zero crossings and maximum ampli- 
	-44- 
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	Further, contrary to thoughts prevailing earlier the author's 
	work lead to the interesting conception following which the 
	response of a ship in a confused sea is a steady state process 
	rather than a contineous succession of transients. 
	The authors emphasize one serious limitation of their study - it 
	refers to amplitudes only and leaves phase relations outside of 
	its scope. 
	The statistical approach may supplement effe~tively hydrodynamic 
	research following "orthodox" lines but by no means will replace 
	it. That part of reference 9 shich deals with the equations of 
	masses and damping forces no reference has been made to free 
	surface effects"; further, hydrodynamic coupling effects have 
	not been even mentioned. For the determination of exciting forces 
	the use of surface integrals instead of volume in~egrals p~Dposed 
	by Krylo~ does not present an advantage. However, it is meri- 
	-------------- 
	proposed, important special probe1ms have been successfully 
	-45- 
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	scope of our discipline by subsuming the theory of oscillations 
	to general mechanics of the ship. One can further assume that 
	the study of resistance and propulsion in a seaway will bene- 
	fit tin the near future.from the general progress made in our 
	field. 
	We expect an immediate stimulating effect of the theoretical 
	work on model research and later on full scale investigations. 
	Instead of relying on "practical" routine model tests only which 
	frequently are "run" under inadequately defined conditions 
	emphasis should be laid on experiments intended to give answers 
	to clearcut quest ions. Because of the difficulty of the subject 
	the combined theoretical and experimental approach deserves full 
	attention. Although we cannot yet share Krylov's optimism quoted 
	at the beginning there is sufficient evidence that concentrated 
	weak spots which are 
	partly due to shortcomings of the present writer and partly to 
	the task requiring a progress report over a definite time. It 
	expresses the hope that further contributions by members of 
	our congress will fill out the gaps left by hirn. 
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	a - ampli 
	b - constant 
	with subs~tipts - inertia coefficientE 
	mass 
	m' - virtual mass 
	added moments of inertia, mass coupling factors) 
	n - normal 
	I 
	t - time 
	x ) 
	I 
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	a: - wawrlin-e area coefficient 
	section area coefficiemt 
	incrementr phase angle 
	[J = 
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